
 

 

 

 

Abstract—Arabic Language research covered many areas of 

textual content annotation and information retrieval. This paper, 

introduces a model for interrelations between these areas and how 

may this help integrating and improving Arabic language text 

processing research. It will be concerned about Annotation, Named 

Entity Recognition, Ontology, Morphology, Search, Translation, and 

Classification related work current state and techniques.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 RABIC text processing research is becoming very 

important to many applications, especially web based 

ones.  It can aid in improving Arabic language text 

annotation and information retrieval.  

 Recently, Arabic language research started to cover many 

linguistic aspects; such as textual content annotation using 

ontology in different domains employing various techniques. 

The problem is each research was conducted in separation 

from other researches so they all lack integration, in some 

cases one domain may have more than one corresponding 

ontology.   

 In this paper, we introduced a precise review for most of 

the research that was conducted on Arabic language text, with 

highlighting the interrelations between research projects that 

have common work area and serving the same target. This 

will give the future researchers an integrated overview about 

the whole picture for Arabic language research state to enable 

them benefit from this in building their contribution in a 

cumulative way unifying Arabic language research findings 

into one comprehensive framework.  

II. ARABIC LANGUAGE TEXT PROCESSING CATEGORIES 

A. Proposed Model for Arabic Language Research 

Intersections 

A proposed model is introduced to visualize the 

intersection between various research scopes. As shown in 

Fig. 1 this model shows seven working areas: Annotation, 

Named Entity Recognition (NER), Ontology, Ontology  
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Construction, Search, Translation, Morphology and 

Classification.   

 
Fig. 1 Modeling Arabic Language Research Intersections  

B. Arabic Language Research Categorized Findings 

Each research scope intersected with another to produce a 

solution that is considered an added value in this scope.  A 

list of work conducted in each covered intersection will be 

clarified. In each research, we will view the findings and 

techniques used. 

1) Ontology Construction 

As an example for ontology developed specifically for 

Arabic language is Al-Azhary ontology [1]. It is a lexical 

ontology that contains 26,195 words organized in 13,328 

synsets, and records association relation between words. Its 

primary use is in automatic text analysis and Artificial 

Intelligence applications. It is based on the Holy Quran which 

has 77,439 words as seeds, stored without repetition with 

IExcelAPI. Relation building was fully manual process using 

Arabic/Arabic dictionaries. Ontology creation and search GUI 

were developed with Apache Jena.  

Arabic language ontology was developed by Jarrar [2]. It is 

conducted with semantic relations between Arabic concepts. 

It was built through mining Arabic concepts from dictionaries 

then mapping these concepts to Word Net automatically with 

inherited relations. A link between all concepts to Arabic core 

ontology with reformulations is established according to 

ontology guidelines. Mazari et al. [3] research uses statistical 

methods; Repeated Segments to identify the domain relevant 
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terns retrieved form GOLD (General Ontology for Linguistic 

Descriptions) and Co-Occurrences to update the ontology by 

linking the extracted concepts to the ontology. Unlike the 

previous researches Elayeb et al. [4] introduced an aiding 

approach for handling domain related terms disambiguation 

whilst building the ontology. It uses shallow morphosyntactic 

parser and applies qualitative approach to weigh term in the 

document according to their frequencies. This experiment 

was only applied on three domains (Drink, Marriage and 

Purification).     

2) Ontology Construction-Morphology 

A project for modeling Arabic language morphological 

rules was developed by Aliane et al.[5]. It focuses on Arabic 

traditional grammar. First, linguistic concepts were chosen 

manually from Arabic linguistics and relating them to GOLD 

concepts formulating the core ontology then repeated 

segments calculations are used to extract new concepts to 

enrich the ontology.   

3) Ontology Search 

A semantic search engine was developed by Ishkewy and 

Harb [6] using SPARQL and OWL to aid non-Muslims in 

reaching accurate information from Holy Quran. It is based 

on Islamic ontology and Al-Azhary lexical ontology. A 

similar research was conducted by Khan et al. [7] to search 

the Holy Quran using SPARQL and Protégé. It differs than 

the previous research that it is based on domain ontology 

about creatures mentioned in the Holy Quran.  

An Arabic semantic search engine was developed by 

Moawad et al. [8] based on a very rich vocabulary Arabic 

ontology of concepts’ attributes, inheritance relations and 

association relations in the computer domain. The user query 

is analyzed with semantic query analyzer to find related 

concepts then a semantic ranker shows the most relevant 

documents first. Interfaces are developed to couple the 

module with syntactical search engines.   

4) Ontology-Translation-Search 

Abdelali et al. [9] introduced a cross language information 

retrieval system. This system uses keizai which is a cross 

language interactive retrieval and summarization system. It 

takes a query in English language and translates it using 

English lexicon ontology with mapping to Chinese and 

Arabic concepts then the most relevant documents are 

retrieved. 

5) Annotation 

NEMLAR project (Network for Euro-Mediterranean 

Language Resources) in [10]. It is project for building a 

network of specialized partners, to support in the 

development of Arabic language resources. It was built on a 

corpus of annotated written Arabic that contains more than 

500K word, Arabic speech recordings corpus of more than 10 

hours of read speech and Arabic broadcast news speech 

corpus of about 40 hours. Miscellaneous domains were 

covered in this corpus. Types of annotation applied include 

Arabic lexical analysis, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and 

phonetic transcription (Vowelization).  

A research that was made by Alrahabi et al. [11] presented 

a platform for automatic annotation of semantic relations of 

quotation segments in Arabic and French based on contextual 

exploration. EXCOM (Exploration Contextual Multilingual 

System) is a rule based system that uses a semantic map of 

enunciative modalities in direct reported speech. The rules 

are used to split paragraph sentences then concept exploration 

rules are examined if satisfied, the engine attributes the 

annotations or calls another rule recursively.          

6) Annotation-Ontology 

An automatic annotation tool was presented by Al-

Bukhitan et al. [12] that support the semantic annotation of 

Arabic language web documents. AMAST (Automatic Arabic 

Semantic Annotation Tool) a prototype that was developed 

with documents of three domains (food, nutrition, and health) 

for evaluation. The documents were manually annotated 

according to domain ontology and compared to the prototype 

annotations.    

7) Annotation-Ontology construction 

Reference [13] describes the design and implementation of 

a lexical ontology of for Arabic semantic relations that 

facilitates semantic annotation of the Arabic textual content. 

Semantic ontology was developed using protégé, with major 

entities of linguistic units, semantic fields, and semantic 

relations. The ontology was evaluated using a system 

prototype that was developed to perform ontology based 

semantic annotation including entity identification and 

relation extraction.    

8) Annotation-Morphology 

Annotating Arabic text using statistical approach was 

presented by [14]. It uses Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to 

represent the internal structure of the Arabic sentence to 

consider the logical linguistic sequencing in the POS tagging 

process. Morphological analysis was used to reduce the 

lexicon tags size as the principle aspects of Arabic grammar 

classification to develop the tagging scheme in an expandable 

form. It was also used in segmenting Arabic words into their 

prefixes, stems, and suffixes. A corpus of old text of third 

century Hijri was created and tagged manually to train and 

test the tagger.  

In the Quranic domain Sawalha et al. [15] produced 

morphological analyzer and POS tagger Fine-Grain. The 

lemmatizer program extracts the root of a word then the word 

decomposed into proclitics, prefixes, roots, suffixes, and 

eclitics then the analyzer adds the appropriate linguistic tags 

according to the morphological features tag set. Dukes and 

Habash [16] introduced Quranic morphological annotator that 

gives a set of morphological annotation for each word in the 

unique language of the Holy Quran. Initial automatic tagging 

was done using BAMA (Buck Walter Arabic Morphological 

Analyzer) then one-to-one word mapping was established 

with manual verification in cases of required disambiguation. 

The corpus was reviewed by a trained Arabic linguistic 
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annotator and corrections were made, the corpus also was put 

online for community volunteer corrections with approvals.      

9) Annotation-NER 

Alanazi et al. [17] presented NAMERAMA a named entity 

recognition system that was developed to extract Names 

Entities (NEs) in the medical domain such as diseases’ 

names, symptoms, treatment methods, and diagnoses. The 

system underlying technology is Bayesian Belief Networks 

(BBN), it uses patterns that contain some verbs related to 

certain entities to assist in the investigation of the context of 

named entity in the medical domain language structure.  

A Natural Language Processing (NLP) project was 

developed by Stanford University [18] it has a set of language 

analysis tools. Stanford Arabic core NLP system can identify 

NEs like (Persons, Organizations, and Locations) and co 

references as it gives words forms, their point of speech and 

markup the structure of sentences in terms of phrases and 

words dependencies. Stanford Parser can work out 

grammatical structure of sentences, subject, object of a verb 

based on Penn Arabic Tree Bank.  

A toolkit developed by Diab [19] is AMIRA which can 

process Modern Standard Arabic language. It provides a clitic 

tokenizer, POS tagger, and base phrase chunker that can 

identify noun phrases and verbal phrases components as a 

first step towards shallow syntactic parser. It is based on 

supervised learning with underlying technology of Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) without knowledge of deep 

morphology. Another natural language annotation tool 

developed by Morton et al. [20], Word Freak which can be 

used to annotate English, Chinese, and Arabic text. It 

provides automatic content extraction of NEs, co reference 

relations, and active learning of rapid annotation of new text. 

Word Freak is a Java coded tool that is integrated with 

automatic annotators including sentences detectors, POS 

tagger, Parsers, and co reference revolvers.                

10) Annotation-NER- Ontology -Translation-Search 

To improve the Question/Answering systems Abouenour in 

[21] investigated the usefulness of enriching the Arabic Word 

Net (AWN) NEs by using Yago ontology. Yago ontology 

covers more than 2 million NEs and it was built from AWN 

and Wikipedia it was also connected with SUMO (Standard 

Upper Merged Ontology). The proposed system extracts the 

NEs in Arabic from each question and translates them into 

English using GTA (Google Translation API) as it solves 

disambiguation. The system extracts the Yago relevant 

English entities and facts then the sub release of Yago related 

to the considered question is translated using GTA. Finally, a 

mapping between the NEs in Arabic Yago and their entries in 

AWN is established according to synonymy, hypernymy, 

hyponymy, and SUMO relations.        

11) Annotation-NER-Ontology-Morphology-Search 

An artificial intelligent approach was presented by Atwell 

et al. [22] for building Quranic knowledge map, a structured 

large-scale online resource to help in understanding the 

Quran. The proposed model contains Arabic morphological 

analyzer and syntactic parser to annotate Quranic text and 

enable morphological and concept topic map search. The 

model is based on a readable structured datasets of linguistic 

and semantic information that include syntactic tree bank, 

Quranic word net, and ontology of Quranic concepts.    

12) Annotation-NER-Morphology 

Benajiba et al. [23] introduced a study that investigates the 

impact of using different features tag set on NER using three 

discriminative machine learning frameworks, Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), Maximum Entropy (ME), and Conditional 

Random Fields (CRF). The approach first explores individual 

features (contextual and lexical) then it ranks them according 

to their impact and the top N-top (starting from N=1 to 

N=22) features are combined and evaluated using SVMs, 

ME, and CRFs.   

13) NER-Translation 

Alkhalifa et al. [24] focuses on extracting Arabic NEs from 

the Arabic Wikipedia (AWP) to extend the Arabic Word Net 

(AWN) NEs coverage. First, a dataset of geographical NEs is 

formed from three resources including GEONAMES 

database, Gazatteer of countries, and NEs recorded in NMSU 

(New Mexico State University), a manual validation is 

applied as these resources may have inconsistencies. The 

algorithm extracts English NEs from Princeton Word Net 

(PWN) then it links these entities to English Wikipedia 

(EWP) pages and “interwiki link” to their Arabic pages is 

looked for and the titles are returned as Arabic NEs.    

14) NER-Classification 

Al-Thubaity et al. [25] presents a project for Arabic text 

classification KACST (King Abdulaziz City for Science and 

Technology). It first forms a dataset that covers different text 

genres in the Arabic news domain collected form Linguistic 

Data Consortium (LDC), Arabic NEWSWIRE and Arabic 

Giga word corpus. Then the features which relate to the 

classification content were selected using Arabic Text 

Classification (ATC) tool that extracts lexical features and 

calculates the feature frequency profile to identify their 

importance and generate training and testing matrices with 

their selected features’ weights. The classification algorithm 

of KACST is to experiment with all classification techniques 

provided by Rapid Miner 4.0 which are C5.0, Neural 

Network, SVM, and Naïve Bayes.    

15) Morphology  

A very large set of Arabic morphological rules was 

presented by Boudlal et al. [26]. Al-Khalil is a morpho-

syntactic parser for standard Arabic words developed in Java. 

Al-Khalil Morpho Sys was made of integrated linguistic data 

resources including datasets of roots, vocalized patterns and 

proclitics and enclitics tables. The system produces a table of 

vocalized stem, grammatical category, and all the possible 

solutions associated with their morphosyntactic features.  
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III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In our study, we have reviewed most of the research that 

was conducted on Arabic language textual content from many 

aspects. Annotation and Classification research results (which 

can be measured numerically) are shown in Table I, the 

results  indicate a good level of accuracy.     

The main finding of this study is that all the research 

projects lack integration with each other. As the ontology is 

considered a basic core of textual content work, we 

recommend that the Arabic language text research 

community make their platforms ontology based, which 

means according to the proposed model that all the circles 

should be included or at least intersected with the ontology 

circle. As a result; they can later integrate their domain 

ontologies into one main inclusive ontology, which covers all 

the mentioned domains with the ability to be easily 

extendable in the future.   
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